Bridge to Neuroscience Workshops


Eileen Rodriguez Tapia is a senior graduate student at the Michigan State University. She and a group of students established the Bridge to Neuroscience Workshops designed to engage students into pursuing a career in neuroscience. In 2014, Eileen and her team won the prestigious Next Generation Award from the Society for Neuroscience. In this edition you will hear the interview performed by Dr. Annelyn Torres-Reveron to Eileen Rodriguez during her visit to the Ponce School of Medicine and Health Sciences on October of 2014.
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Interviewer: Dr. Annelyn Torres-Reveron [3]


Further information

- Bridge to Neuroscience Workshops [5]
- News about Bridge to Neuroscience Workshops winning the Next Generation Award [6]
- Society for Neuroscience [7]
- About the Next Generation Award on the SfN website [8]
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